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TASTE  

SIGHT 

Putting together a meal is more than making the plate look pretty! Taste is connected to memory 

retrieval.  Researchers have found that the experience also lies in satisfying all the senses.   

 

We may also hear the food we prepare. Our senses open as we listen to cabinets and refrigerator doors open. 

We hear pots and pans and dishes used for preparing for a meal. We hear cutting and  washing of vegetables 

and other foods. And then comes the smell and taste. Smelling sweet, savory, and spicy alerts the brain that 

we are preparing to eat something delicious. Beyond sight, tasting brings all the senses together. With tast-

ing, we complete the expectation and taste sweet, sour, salty, and bitter. 

Five Flavors: How the Palate Changes  

Dine-in-the-dark restaurant: Where the food tastes disappointing, but why?  

• The color of food can change our perception; e.g. if 
something is green, it is fresh and has better nutrition 

 
• People perceive that hot chocolate tastes better out of a 

cream or orange colored cup compared to a different 
color. 

 
• Research indicates sugar solutions with a reddish hue 

tastes sweeter like a fruit punch.  
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MOUTH WATERING  

Like taste, our sense of smell is also closely linked to our emotions. This is because both senses are connect-

ed to the involuntary nervous system. That is why a bad taste or odor can bring about vomiting or nausea. 

And, flavors that are appetizing increase the production of saliva and gastric juices, making them truly 

mouthwatering.  

TASTE RECEPTORS 

The tongue map shows more sensitive areas to a particular 

taste, not the places that exclusively recognize a taste. 

 

All parts of the tongue can sense sweet, sour, salty, bitter, and sa-

vory tastes. Taste receptors are also sensitive to umami (the fifth 

taste) and stress.  The back of the tongue is most sensitive to bitter 

taste which could signal us not to eat. 

 

According to researchers “if you find yourself reaching for sugary 

foods when feeling stressed, it may be because of stress hormone 

receptors located in sweet-associated taste buds.” 

TASTE SEVERAL TIMES AND YOU 

MAY LEARN TO LIKE BITTER 

FOODS LIKE BROCCOLI  

JUST AS MUCH AS CUPCAKES! 
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WHAT ELSE EFFECTS OUR SENSE OF TASTE? 

 

•Aging  

•Medication  

•Chemotherapy 

•Smoking  

•Drinking  

•Uptick in sugar & sodium intake 

 At age 30, a person has 245 taste 
buds on each papilla on the 

tongue. 
By age 70, the number has de-

creased to 88! 

Some people do not like cruciferous vegetables. The smell 
can cause the brain not to like the taste.  To help, try to let 
vegetables breathe after cooking before serving to improve 
the smell and perception of taste. 

YOUR MOM WAS RIGHT! YOUR TASTE CAN ACTUALLY 

CHANGE!  

 
 

PERCEPTION OF TASTE AND SMELL 

Proteins in saliva are regulated after repeated 

exposure and change – foods like bitter greens 

or broccoli start to taste better.   



WHAT AND WHO ARE SUPERTASTERS?  

Supertasters have more fungiform papillae, commonly called taste 
buds. They have a more intense  experience with foods that contain 
bitter compounds like kale, broccoli, and Brussel sprouts. Additionally, 
because they have more papillae, they also have more pain receptors 
in their taste cells, so they don’t enjoy spicy foods as much as            
non-tasters. 
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WHAT ABOUT GENETICS? 

According to Oregon State University, humans prefer sweet tasting over bitterness.  In the past, 
the perception of taste and smell were protective mechanisms that helped us avoid poisonous 
foods.  
 
 Sweet and salty foods= Energy and micronutrients for a healthy diet 
 Sour & bitter= Alerted us there was something wrong with the food; it signaled not to eat 
 
These mechanisms are still with us today, except now, the predisposition of sweets leads to extra 
calories and attributes to obesity and overweight in the U.S. Research from the American Heart   
Association found a specific gene can make things like vegetables taste bitter, making it less           

      desirable to eat vegetables! 

Supertasters tend to eat fewer vegetables. Because salt masks bitterness,               
super-tasters tend to consume more sodium than non-tasters. Supertasters 
typically avoid alcohol and smoking due to their bitter profiles.  
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WANT CAN YOU DO?  

• Grill or roast vegetables 

• Use herbs and spices 

• Serve both cooked and raw       

vegetables 

• Use vinegar or 

lemon juice to    

season 

 

 
25% of the population are   

Supertasters 
50% are Medium tasters 

25% are Non-tasters 
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